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Sufficient conditions are derived for the existence of a globally attractive almost
periodic solution of a single species model given by the nonautonomous
Lasota]Wazewska-type delay differential equations,
xX t s yd t x t q p t f x t y t ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž .in which t ) 0, p t G 0, d t are continuous almost periodic functions, and f is a
decreasing positive C1-function. Conditions of the uniform asymptotical stability
for some associated nonautonomous delay differential equations,
xX t s yd t x t q p t x t y t ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
are also discussed. Q 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
We shall investigate the existence of almost periodic solutions of the
scalar delay differential equation
xX t s yd t x t q p t f x t y t . 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
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We shall also study its global attractivity properties. Here x g R , d , andq
Ž .p are nonzero Bohr's almost periodic a.p. for short functions, p is
w . Ž .nonnegative, d has a positive mean value, and f : 0, q‘ “ 0, q‘ is a
bounded decreasing C1-function with bounded derivative. The assumption
about the nonnegativity of the variable x can be justified by some impor-
Ž . Ž . Žtant biological examples; the cases f x s exp yx Lasota]Wazewska
. Ž . nŽ n n.y1 Žmodel of erythropoietic systems and f x s bu u q x Mackey]
.Glass model of hematopoiesis are basic for us.
Ž .We begin with the simple observation that Eq. 1 with t s 0 has a
Ž .unique a.p. positive globally attractive solution see Corollary 1 . Since it is
Ž w x.well known see, e.g., 30 that small delays are harmless, we can also
expect that this attractivity will be preserved for small t ) 0. Below we
shall prove that, in fact, this is always the case and, moreover, we shall give
some explicit coefficient conditions estimating upper bounds for such t . In
addition, we will be able to derive some sufficient conditions for the
existence and global attractivity of a.p. solution, which are independent of
Ž w x.the delay t ) 0 that is, the conditions of so-called absolute stability 2 .
It should be noted that all previous articles dealing with global attractiv-
Ž .ity mainly considered systems 1 with constant nonnegative coefficients
Ž . Ž . Ž w x wp t ’ p and d t ’ d see 8, 9, 13, 18, 31 for the Lasota model and 3, 5,
x .6, 9, 13, 16, 22, 32 for the Mackey]Glass model . All papers about
population dynamics in an almost periodic environment considered only
Ž w xvarious modifications of the Lotka]Volterra equation see, e.g., 4 and
. w xreferences therein . A recent paper 7 begins with the study of the
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .v-periodic system 1 when f x s exp yx , d t q v s d t , p t q v s
Ž .p t , and with the additional strong assumption that t s nv for some
w xpositive integer n. Moreover, the main result of 7 presupposes a priori
U Ž .knowledge of an exact v-periodic solution x t . However, this condition,
which is quite natural in the case of constant coefficients, is somewhat
restrictive in the general situation. On the other hand, for the v-periodic
Ž . U Ž .system 1 with t s nv, x t can be easily evaluated as a unique globally
Ž .attractive solution of some ordinary differential equation cf. Corollary 1 .
w xSee also 23 for the general theory of the existence and stability for a.p.
w x w xsolutions of delay-differential equations, and 21 , 26 for results about
almost periodicity in semiflows.
2. PRELIMINARIES
2.1. Basic Notations and Definitions
Ž . XBy v t, s we shall denote the Cauchy operator for the equation x s
Ž . Ž . Ž t Ž . .yd t x: v t, s s exp yH d u du . Where it is necessary to indicate thes
Ž . Ž .explicit dependence of v t, s on d , we will write v t, s, d .
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Ž . Ž .We note that, independently of the sign of d t , the solution x w, a :t
w .a, q‘ “ C for the initial value problem,q
w x w xx w , a s s w s , s g yt , 0 , w g C yt , 0 , R s C ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a q q
Ž . Ž .for Eq. 1 exists for all t G a and is nonnegative whenever p t G 0. Each
Ž . Ž . w .such solution x w, a is associated with a solution x t, a, w : a, q‘ “ Rt q
Ž . Ž .Ž . w xwhich satisfies the relation x t q s, a, w s x w, a s , s g yt , 0 .t
Next, Cl A will stand for the closure of a subset A of a topologicalX
Ž .space X. AP R is the Banach space of all Bohr's a.p. functions, and
Ž .UC R is the Banach space of uniformly continuous and bounded func-b
Ž . Ž .tions. C R s C R, R is the complete metric space of continuous func-
tions with the topology of uniform convergence on compact subintervals.
w .We shall use the notations C, C , R in the standard way: R s 0, q‘ ,q q q
Žw x . Žw x .C yt , 0 , R s C, C yt , 0 , R s C . We note that C is a normalq q q
Ž w x.and reproducing cone in C see 14 . aS is the cardinal number of the
set S.
In the sequel, we shall denote by d# the mean value of an a.p. function
Ž .d t , and we shall always suppose that
1 T
d# s lim d s ds ) 0.Ž .HTT“q‘ 0
Several times we shall use the concept of the Schwarzian derivative
Ž .Ž .Sf x of a real function f having at least three continuous derivatives
and which is given by
2Z Yf x 3 f xŽ . Ž .
Sf x s y .Ž . Ž . X Xž /f x 2 f xŽ . Ž .
The next proposition, which can be easily deduced from Singer's results
Žw x w x.29 ; see also 28 will play an important role in the third section of this
paper.
w x w x 3w xPROPOSITION 1. Let the function g : a, b “ a, b , g g C a, b ha¤e at
w x w xmost one critical point in a, b . If a unique fixed point e g a, b of g is
Ž .Ž .locally asymptotically stable and the Schwarzian deri¤ati¤e Sg x - 0, then
e is a global attractor of g.
Now we give definitions of a globally attractive solution and of a globally
Ž .asymptotically stable solution of Eq. 1 .
Ž .DEFINITION 1. A solution u: R “ R of Eq. 1 is said to be globallyq
asymptotically stable if
lim u t y x t , a, w s 0Ž . Ž .Ž .
t“q‘
for any w g C , a g R.q
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Ž .DEFINITION 2. Solution u: R “ R of Eq. 1 is said to be globallyq
attractive if
lim u t q a y x t q a, a, w s 0Ž . Ž .Ž .
t“q‘
uniformly on a g R, w g UB ; C , where UB is a bounded subset of C .q q
It is clear that the global attractivity of a solution implies its global
asymptotical stability and uniform asymptotical stability. We shall establish
the latter strong property for a.p. solutions. We notice that there exists
some confusion of concepts when the term ``global attractivity'' is used
sometimes instead of the weaker notion of global asymptotical stability.
2.2. Weak Hyperbolicity of Linear E¤olutionary Systems
In the following we shall make extensive use of the methods of topologi-
Ž w x.cal dynamics see 20, 21, 24, 25, 27 in proving our main results. For the
convenience of the reader we present in this subsection some basic
w xdefinitions and facts adapted from 20, 25 .
ŽLet E s H = X be given, where X is a fixed Banach space the state
. tspace and H is a compact metric space. Assume that u h s h ? t is a flow
Ž .on H; that is, the mapping h, t “ h ? t is continuous, h ? 0 s h, and one
Ž . Ž .has h ? s q t s h ? s ? t for all s, t g R. A linear e¤olutionary system
Ž . tŽ . Ž t Ž . .S s u , F on E is a mapping S G, x s u G, F G, t x , defined for
t G 0, with the following properties:
Ž . Ž .1 F G, 0 s I, the identity operator, for all G g H.
Ž . Ž .2 lim F G, t x s x, and this limit is uniform in G.t “q0
Ž . Ž .3 F G, t is a bounded linear mapping from X to X such that for
Ž . Ž . Ž .all G g H, 0 F s, t one has F G, s q t s F G ? t, s F G, t .
Ž . Ž .4 For each t G 0 the mapping of E into X given by G, x “
Ž .F G, t x is continuous.
Ž .The measure a A of noncompactness of a bounded set A in a Banach
space X is defined by
 4a A s inf d: A has a finite covering with open sets of diameter d .Ž .
A linear evolutionary system S is said to be uniformly a-contracting if
 < < 4for every bounded set B s x g X : x F M there is a function k with
Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž . Ž .k t “ 0 as t “ ‘ and such that a F G, t B F k t a B , G g H.
The following definition of the negative continuation generalizes the
concept of a full trajectory for a semidynamical system.
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Ž .A point G, x is said to have a negative continuation if there exists a
Ž x Ž . Ž .continuous function f : y‘, 0 “ E , f 0 s G, x such that
Ž . Ž . Ž s xŽ ..  s 4i f s s u G, f s g u G = X for each s F 0.
Ž . tŽ Ž .. Ž .ii S f s s f s q t for all s F 0, and 0 F t F ys.
The following sets play a basic role in the Sacker]Sell theory:
Ž . Ž . Ž .U G s G, x g E : There is a negative continuation f of G, x
< xŽ . < 4such that f t “ 0 as t “ y‘ .
y Ž . Ž .B s G, x g E : There is a negative continuation f of G, x such
< xŽ . < 4that sup f t - ‘ .t F 0
q Ž . < Ž . < 4B s G, x g E : sup F G, t x - ‘ .t G 0
Now we are in a position to define the weak hyperbolicity of S and to
present theorems necessary for our further exposition.
tŽ .DEFINITION 3. The linear evolutionary system S G , x s
Ž t Ž . .u G, F G, t x is said to be weakly hyperbolic on E s H = X if S is
q y  4uniformly a-contracting and B l B s H = 0 .
w x Ž .THE COMPATIBILITY THEOREM 25 . Let S s u , F be a weakly hyper-
bolic linear e¤olutionary system on E. Then S admits an exponential di-
Ž .chotomy o¤er all minimal sets M in H, and dim U G s c is constant o¤erg g
Ž .e¤ery M . Moreo¤er, if dim U G assumes the same ¤alue on all minimal setsg
in H, then S admits an exponential dichotomy o¤er H.
w xTHE ROUGHNESS THEOREM 20 . Assume that linear e¤olutionary systems
Ž . Ž . tS s u , F , S s u , F are defined o¤er the flow u G and S has expo-1 1 2 2 1
nential dichotomy. Then there exists « ) 0 such that the inequality
sup F G, 1 y F G, 1 - «Ž . Ž . Ž .L X1 2
GgH
implies the exponential dichotomy of S .2
Ž .2.3. Nonlinear E¤olutionary System Associated with Eq. 1
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž . Ž ..With Eq. 1 or, formally, with the pair F s d , p g AP R = UC Rb
Ž .we can associate the so-called compact hull H F consisting of all systems
Ž . Ž . Ž .G s n , q g AP R = UC R of the formb
xX t s yn t x t q q t f x t y t , 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
where
n t , q t s lim d t q s , p t q sŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .k k
k“q‘
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Ž Ž .for some sequence s of real numbers the limit is taken in AP R =k
Ž ..C R . Exactly,
H F s Cl u sF s d ?q s , p ?q s , s g R . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .A P ŽR.=CŽR.
Ž . Ž .We note that by replacing the spaces C R , UC R in the above formulaeb
Ž . Ž Ž . s.by AP R , we get a minimal isometric compact flow H F , u . In the
Ž . Ž .latter case, every pair G s n , q g H F also defines an almost periodic
Ž .delay differential equation 2 , with the average value of n being equal
to d#.
Ž .Now, let us consider the direct product H F = C . In a standard way,q
Žwe can define a nonlinear evolutionary system or, equivalently, a continu-
. t Ž . Ž .ous skew-product semiflow S : H F = C “ H F = C by the formulaq q
St G, w s u tG, x w , 0, G , t G 0,Ž . Ž .Ž .t
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .where G s n , q g H F and x w, 0, G is the solution of Eq. 2 satisfy-t
Ž .ing the initial value condition x w, 0, G s w.0
Ž .Evidently, the semiflow is linear if f x s ax. In this case, it is also
Ž Ž ..uniformly a-contracting, since a x B, 0, G s 0 for every t G t , G g Ht
 < < 4and every bounded set B s w g C: w F M .
Finally, we note that the letter p will be reserved for the canonical
Ž . Ž . Ž .projection p : H F = C “ H F , p F, f s F.q
2.4. Some Auxiliary Results
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .LEMMA 1. Let F s d , p g AP R = AP R , d# ) 0, p t G 0, and
Ž .p t k 0. Then
Ž . Ž .1 All solutions of 1 are bounded and there exist c ) 0, i s 1, 2,i
such that
c F lim inf x t , w F lim sup x t , w F cŽ . Ž .1 2
t“q‘ t“q‘
Ž .for all solutions x t, w .
Ž . Ž .2 There exists at least one bounded solution u: R “ R of Eq. 1q
which is defined on a whole real axis.
Ž . Ž .3 If this solution u t is globally asymptotically stable, then it is a
Ž .unique bounded and Le¤itan almost periodic solution. If , in addition, u t is
uniformly stable, then it is almost periodic.
Ž . Ž . Ž .4 If each a. p. system G g H F from the compact hull of Eq. 1
Ž .has a globally asymptotically stable solution u t, G , then it is an a. p. globally
attracting solution.
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Ž . t Ž . Ž .Proof. 1]2 Let S : H F = C “ H F = C , t G 0, be the nonlin-q q
Ž .ear semiflow associated with Eq. 1 . By the variation of constants formula,
Ž . w . Ž .every solution x t, w : a, q‘ “ R of Eq. 2 satisfies the equationq
x t , w s v t , a, n x a, wŽ . Ž . Ž .
t
q v t , s, n q s f x s y t , w ds, t G a.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H
a
Ž . Ž .Since d# s n# ) 0 and q t G 0, f x ) 0, we obtain
lim sup x t , w F lim v t , a, n x a, wŽ . Ž . Ž .
t“q‘t“q‘
t
q lim sup v t , s, n q s f x s y t , w dsŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H
at“q‘
t
F f 0 lim sup v t , s, n q s dsŽ . Ž . Ž .H
at“q‘
t
F f 0 lim sup v t , s, n q s dsŽ . Ž . Ž .H
y‘t“q‘
s f 0 sup b t s c G ,Ž . Ž . Ž .2
tgR
Ž .where b t is a unique almost periodic solution of the equation
xX t s yn t x t q q t with G s n , q g H F .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .In fact, the almost periodicity of n , q k 0 implies that c s c G does not2 2
Ž . Ž .depend on the choice of G g H F and that inf b t ) 0.t g R
Ž .The established property of x t, w implies the existence of T ) 0 such
Ž Ž .. Ž .that f x t y t , w G f c q 1 ) 0 for all t G T. Since, additionally,2
t t
lim v t , s, n q s ds y v t , s, n q s dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hž /t“q‘ a y‘




lim inf x t , w G f c q 1 lim inf v t , s, n q s dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H2
t“q‘ t“q‘ a
t
s f c q 1 lim inf v t , s, n q s dsŽ . Ž . Ž .H2
t“q‘ y‘
s f c q 1 inf b tŽ . Ž .2
tgR
s c ) 0.1
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Ž .Therefore the semidynamical system defined on H F = C has aq
nonempty compact global attractor A which is contained in the set
Ž .  5 5 4 Ž w x.H F = w g C : w F c see 10 . It should be noted that this globalCq 2
attractor consists of all bounded trajectories defined for all values t g R.
Ž Ž . s. Ž . Ž .By the minimality of H F , u , we obtain p A s H F , and therefore
Ž .for every G g H F there exists at least one bounded solution u: R “ Rq
Ž .of Eq. 2 . The second part of Lemma 1 is proved.
Ž . Ž .3 Let us suppose that some solution u t of the system F is
globally asymptotically stable. Set
t w xG s Cl u F , u t q s , s g yt , 0 , t g R ; H F = C .Ž . Ž . 4Ž . q
y1Ž d .Then all fibers p u F l G contain only one point for any d g R. More
y1Ž d . Ž d Ž ..precisely, p u F l G s u F, u d q ? . Indeed, in the opposite case,
Ž d . y1Ž d .when there is another element u F, m g p u F l G, we can find a
Ž . Ž . Ž .solution x c of Eq. 1 which does not converge to u t q ? , sincet
Ž .x c “ m for some sequence t “ q‘.t kk
Ž w x.According to the Levitan principle see 21, Chap. 7 , this implies
Ž .Levitan almost periodicity of the solution u t . Finally, the assumption of
Ž . Žw x.uniform stability of u t , by Zhikov's theorem 21, Chap. 7 gives its
almost periodicity.
Ž .4 From the proof of the third statement, we obtain that
a py1 G l A s 1 ;G g H F . 4Ž . Ž .
Thus the global attractor of St consists of a.p. solutions, by Favard's
Žw x.principle 21, Chap. 7 .
Ž .COROLLARY 1. If t s 0, and f x satisfies a Lipschitz condition, then Eq.
Ž .1 has a unique positi¤e a. p. solution which is globally attracting.
Ž . Ž .Proof. Let G g H F and let u t, G , j s 1, 2, be two different posi-j
Ž .tive bounded solutions of Eq. 2 , t s 0. Since the right-hand side of this
Ž . Ž .equation is Lipshitzian, u t, G / u t, G for all t g R. Thus the function1 2
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..y1Ž Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..l t s u t, G y u t, G f u t, G y f u t, G is well defined and1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .negative. Next, the bounded function u t s u t, G y u t, G satisfies1 2
the equation
uX t s y n t y q t l t u t with q t l t F 0 ; t .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Since u t s u r v t, r, n y ql , we find that
< < < <u t F sup u r v t , r , n for all r F t .Ž . Ž . Ž .
rgR
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Ž .Finally, taking r “ y‘, we obtain u t s 0, which implies the uniqueness
Ž . Ž .and global asymptotical stability of u t, G s u t, G . Since G is an1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .arbitrary point of H F , by Lemma 1 4 , u t, G is an a.p. globally
attracting solution.
Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 2. Let d# ) 0, and let d t , p t be v-periodic functions.
Ž . Ž .Then there is at least one v-periodic solution z t of Eq. 1 . If t s v n for
Ž .some integer n, then z t is the unique v-periodic solution.
Proof. Let us consider the family of periodic systems
xX t s yd t x t q n p t f x t y t , 3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
w x Ž . Ž .when n g 0, 1 . When n s 0 Eq. 3 has the trivial solution x t ’ 0, and
w xwhen n g 0, 1 all existing periodic solutions of this equation are uni-
Ž . Ž .formly bounded by c n p, d F c p, d . Therefore, if t F v we can apply2 2
Žthe Leray]Schauder continuation method see the proof of Theorem 37.6,
w xp. 224 from 15 , which is suitable for our purposes, with a slight modifica-
.tion due to the positivity of the maps involved for the compact PoincareÂ
map P : C “ C , which is, in reality, the shift operator along then q q
Ž . Ž .solutions of 3 : P w s x v, 0, w, n . The Leray]Schauder theorem en-n
sures the existence of a nonempty set of solutions w : P w s w, which are1
Ž .in one-to-one correspondence with v-periodic solutions x t, 0, w, 1 to Eq.
Ž .3 , n s 1.
If t ) v, then the map P : C “ C is no longer compact and conse-n q q
quently we argue differently. Set t s kv q t U , where k is an integer,
U w .t g 0, v , and let us consider the v-periodic problem for the equation
xX t s yd t x t q p t f x t y t U .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
U Ž .By the preceding, this problem has a v-periodic solution x t ; evidently,
Ž .it also satisfies Eq. 1 .
Finally, in the case t s nv, we see that all v-periodic solutions satisfy
Ž .the same ordinary differential equation 3 with t s 0 and n s 1. An
application of Corollary 1 proves the uniqueness of such a solution.
w xRemark. Corollary 2 improves Theorem 1 of 7 ; it allows one to drop
Ž .the conditions d t ) 0, t s nv, and to prove the uniqueness result under
the latter condition.
The main results of the paper will address the asymptotical stability of
some associated nonautonomous linear delay differential equations. There
are quite a few results giving rather sharp sets of conditions on the terms
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž w x.of p t , d t compare, for example, 1, 3, 9, 11, 12, 16, 17, 19 . Below, we
shall establish some new criteria for such stability. We begin with a
comparison result which seems to be new. It will be interesting to find a
simpler proof of it based on methods of the monotone dynamical system
w xtheory 30 .
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LEMMA 2. Let the linear equation
xX t s yd t x t q p t x t y t , 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .with d , p g UC R, R , p t G 0, be uniformly asymptotically stable. Then,b
Ž . < Ž . < Ž .for any q g UC R, R , such that q t F p t , the equationb
xX t s yd t x t q q t x t y t 5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
is also uniformly exponentially stable.
Proof. We note first that, under our conditions, asymptotical stability
Ž w x.and exponential stability are equivalent see 11, Lemma 5.3, p. 184 ; thus
Ž .we will use both approaches. Choose b g AP R as an a.p. function which
Ž . Ž Ž . Žis nonperiodic. Let us consider the continuous map F s s b ?q s , d ?q
. Ž . Ž .. Ž . w Ž .x3s , p ?q s , q ?q s : R “ Q s AP R = C R . Under our assumptions,
Ž .  Ž . 4the closure H F ; Q of the set F s , s g R is compact, and the
s Ž .translates u F s F s define a Bebutov continuous dynamical system with
Ž w x .compact phase space see 27 for details . We note that because of the
Ž .nonperiodicity of b g AP R , there does not exist any periodic trajectory
Ž Ž . s. Ž . Ž .in H F , u . With every point C s a, g , m, n g H F we can associate
two linear equations:
xX t s yg t x t q m t x t y t , 6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
and
xX t s yg t x t q n t x t y t . 7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
< Ž . < Ž . Ž . Ž .We note that n t F m t and, since Eq. 6 belongs to the hull of Eq. 4 ,
t Ž .it is uniformly exponentially stable, too. We shall denote by V C w andy
t Ž . Ž .V C w the evolutionary operators associated with the solutions x w ofq t
Ž . Ž . Ž .the initial value problem x w s w for Eqs. 7 and 6 , respectively. Let0
t Ž .us consider the linear skew-product flows S : H F = C defined by the"
relations
St C , w s u tC , V t C w .Ž . Ž .Ž ." "
With these semiflows, we can associate evolutionary semigroups T s ,"
s Ž Ž Ž . ..s G 0, T g L C H F , C of linear operators by the relations"
T s A F s V s uys F A uys F .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž ." "
t Ž . sMoreover, since V C : C “ C , the semigroup T leaves invariant theq q q q
cone
C H F , C ; C H F , C .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .q
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Applying the variation of constant formula, we obtain that
yT t A F T t A F T t A, 8Ž .q y q
Ž Ž . . Ž . Ž Ž . . ytfor any A g C H F , C . Indeed, if L g H F , A g C H F , C , u Lq q
Ž . Ž yt .s c, a , i, j , A u L s w g C , thenq
T t A L s Vt uytL A uytL s Vt uytL w s j g C .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .q q q q
Ž . Ž . w x Ž .We see that j u s x u q t , u g yt , 0 , where x t satisfies the equa-
tions
X w xx t s ya t x t q i t x t y t , x s s w s for s g yt , 0 ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
t w xx t s v t , 0, a w 0 q v t , s, a i s w s y t ds, t g 0, t .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
0
Analogously,
T t A L s Vt uytL w s j g C ,Ž . Ž .Ž .y y 1
Ž . Ž . w x Ž .where j u s y u q t , u g yt , 0 , with y t satisfying equations1
X w xy t s ya t x t q j t y t y t , y s s w s for s g yt , 0 ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
t
y t s v t , 0, a w 0 q v t , s, a j s w s y t ds.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
0
Ž . Ž . Ž .Using the positivity properties of w t, s, a , w s , i s , and the inequality
< Ž . < Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .j t F i t , we find that yx t F y t F x t , and therefore yj F j F j .1
Ž Ž . .Since the cone C H F , C is normal and reproducing, we concludeq
Ž t . tthat the spectral radius r s r T of the linear operator T belongs to itsq q
Ž w x. Žw x.spectrum see, e.g., 14 . Since the dynamical spectrum 24 S of theq
exponentially stable linear skew-product semiflow St lies in the half-lineq
Ž . w x Žy‘, 0 , we obtain, by the Spectral Mapping Theorem 20 , that r - 1 we
Ž .note that, because of our choice of b t , the assumption of this theorem
concerning the nonperiodicity of the flow u s is satisfied; see also Example
w x. Ž .2.12 from 20 . On the other hand, the relation 8 implies, by the
w x Ž t .Comparison Theorem 5.3 from 14 , that r T F r - 1. Using the Spec-y
tral Mapping Theorem again, we see that the dynamical spectrum S alsoy
Ž .belongs to y‘, 0 . This proves the uniform exponential stability of each
Ž . Ž .Eq. 7 from the hull of Eq. 5 .
Ž .The case of nonpositive p g UC R is very important for us becauseb
Ž .the variational equations along bounded solutions of Eq. 1 have this
property. We state the following analogue of Lemma 2, as an
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Ž . Ž .Open Problem. Let d g AP R , d# ) 0, and m, n g UC R be suchb
Ž . Ž . Ž .that m t F n t - 0, and let Eq. 6 be asymptotically stable. Is then Eq.
Ž .7 asymptotically stable?
We note that this conjecture is true at least for systems with constant
coefficients.
The next lemma gives explicit coefficient conditions of asymptotic stabil-
Ž .ity in Eq. 4 .
Ž . XŽ .LEMMA 3. Assume that d , p g UC R, R , and the equation x t sb
Ž . Ž .yd t x t is uniformly exponentially stable. If , moreo¤er,
Ž . Ž . Ž .1 d t G 0, p t F 0 for all t g R and
a




s s sup v a, u , d p u du - 1, 10Ž . Ž . Ž .H2
y‘agR
Ž . Žthen 4 is uniformly exponentially stable in the second case, independently of
.t G 0 .
Proof. Let us consider the linear skew product system
St : H G = C “ H G = C ,Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .where G s d , p and H G is the compact subset of C R = C R .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Clearly, the inequalities 9 and 10 hold for each F s g , m g H G
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .with v a, u, d , p u replaced with v a, u, g , m u , respectively. We claim
Ž . Ž .that Eq. 6 does not have bounded nontrivial solutions for every F g H G .
Ž .Indeed, let z: R “ R be a bounded nonzero solution of Eq. 6 and
Ž . Ž . w xz u s z t q u , u g yt , 0 . Thent
K s Cl u tF , z , t g R ; H F = CŽ . 4Ž .t
Ž .is a compact invariant set. Thus there exists I g H F and some w g C
such that
I , w g K,Ž .
5 5 5 50 - M s w 0 s w s max c : G, c g K for some G . 4Ž . Ž .C C
c
Ž . U Ž . Ž .Let, for example, I s g , n , x t s x t, t , w . In the second case, we
have
t
U"M s v t , u , g n u x u y t du,Ž . Ž . Ž .H
y‘
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< U Ž . <and therefore M F s sup x u y t F s M, a contradiction. Thus2 uFt 1
there is no nontrivial bounded solution when s - 1, independently of2
t G 0.
U Ž .Now, let us consider the first case. Clearly, we can suppose that x t is
w xnot constant on each of the intervals t y n , t , n ) 0. We claim that there
w x U Ž .exists h g 0, t such that x h s 0. Indeed, if the contrary holds, we get
U Ž . w x UXŽ .x t ) 0 for all t g 0, t . Then x t F 0 for all t close to t . Since
UXŽ .x t k 0 in some left neighborhood of t , we get a contradiction with the
U Ž . w xassumption of the maximality of M. Thus x h s 0 for some h g 0, t .
From the variation of constant formula, we obtain that
t t
UM s v t , u n u x u y t du F v t , u n u M du F s M ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H 2
h 0
a contradiction.
Finally, we see that either s - 1 or s - 1 is sufficient for the nonexis-1 2
tence of bounded solutions z: R “ R to any system from the hull of Eq.
Ž . t4 . This signifies the weak hyperbolicity of S and, in view of the first part
of the compatibility theorem, the dichotomy of St over all minimal subsets
Ž . Ž . Ž . w xin H F . Since our proof is valid for any p t s « p t , « g 0, 1 , by«
applying the roughness theorem we obtain the same type of dichotomy
Ž .over every minimal set M in H F for « s 1 and « s 0, that is, theg
Ž .exponential stability with dim U G s 0 for all G g M . By the secondg
part of the compatibility theorem this implies the exponential stability of
t Ž .the linear evolutionary system S associated with 4 . This completes the
proof of Lemma 3.
Remarks. 1. An obvious modification of the above proof for the case
Ž . Ž . t Ž .p t G 0, d t s 0, and inf H p u du ) 0 gives the following condi-t g R tyt
XŽ .tion of the uniform asymptotical stability for the equation x t s
Ž . Ž .yp t x t y t :
t
sup p u du - 1Ž .H
tyttgR
3Ž w x.established in 19 . However, the best possible upper bound here is 2
Ž w x.see, e.g., 3 . It will be interesting to improve the estimate s - 1 in such2
3 Ž . Ž w x .a way to obtain in the limit case d t ’ 0 see 12 for details .2
Ž .2. The study of the system with constant coefficients d t ’ d ,
Ž . w xp t ’ p 11 indicates the sharp character of Lemmas 2 and 3.
Ž .3. If d# ) 0, it is still possible to apply Lemma 3 1 for the case
Ž .when d t oscillates around zero. Assume, for example, that the function
Ž . tŽ Ž . . Žs t s yH d s y d# ds is bounded which is always true for a finite sum0
. Ž .of periodic functions . Then the Lyapunov change of variable x t s
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Ž . Ž Ž ..y t exp s t preserves the uniform exponential stability and transforms
Ž .Eq. 4 into
0Xy t s yd# y t q p t exp yd#t exp d s q t ds y t y t ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H½ 5
yt
Ž .satisfying all conditions of Lemma 3. In particular, when d t is v-periodic
and t s nv for some natural n, we get the versions
a




d# ) 0, sup exp yd# a y u p u du - 1Ž . Ž .Ž .H
y‘agR
Ž . Ž .of conditions 9 and 10 , respectively.
3. MAIN RESULTS
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 1. Let p t G 0, d# ) 0, and u t be the unique almost
periodic positi¤e solution of the nonhomogeneous linear equation
xX t s yd t x t q p t , 11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
and let positi¤e numbers a , a , b , b be defined by the relationsa a
a s inf u t F b s sup u t , a s a f a , b s b f b .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a a a a
tgR tgR
Denote by s F a the minimal fixed point of the mapa
w x w x XF s a f ( b f : 0, a “ 0, a and set r s y lim f u .Ž .a a
w Ž .xug s , b f s
If the linear equation
xX t s yd t x t q n t p t x t y t 12Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
is uniformly exponentially stable for any uniformly continuous n : R “ R:
Ž .yr - n t - 0, then there exists a unique positi¤e globally attracting solution
U Ž . Ž .x g AP R to 1 such that
s F xU t F b f s .Ž . Ž .
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Ž . Ž . Ž .This solution is quasi-periodic periodic if the functions p t , d t are
Ž .quasi-periodic periodic with commensurable periods .
Ž Ž . s.Proof. First of all, we remark that the compact flow H F , u is
isometric and minimal, and therefore the positive constants a , a , b , ba a
Ž . Ž .do not depend on the choice of functions G s n , q g H F . Let A be
Ž . Ž .the global attractor of the semiflow on H F = C , generated by Eq. 1 ,q
Ž . Ž .and let G, m g A. Then there is a solution z: R “ R of Eq. 2 suchq
Ž . Ž . w xthat z s s m s for s g yt , 0 . This solution satisfies the following
integral equation:
t
z t s v t , s p s f z s y t ds. 13Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H
y‘
Ž . Ž . Ž .Let m s inf z t and M s sup z t . We obtain from Eq. 13t g R t g R
that
M F b max f x and m G a min f x . 14Ž . Ž . Ž .
w x w xxg m , M xg m , M
Ž .It is easy to check, using the monotonicity of f x , that the monotone map
w x w xF s a f ( b f : 0, a “ 0, a is well defined. Moreover, the functiona a
Ž . Ž . w x Ž . w Ž . .L x , which is equal to b f x on 0, s and to a f x on b f s , q‘ ,
w x w Ž . .maps the set I s 0, s l b f s , q‘ into itself.
We claim that
w xm , M ; s , b f s s s , L s . 15Ž . Ž . Ž .
If not, without loss of generality we can suppose that m - s F a F b Fa a
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . w xL s - M. Thus, by 14 , M F L m , m G L M , which gives m, M ;
w Ž . Ž .x Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .L M , L m . Since L m , L M g I, using again 13 , 14 , we find that
w x w 2Ž . 2Ž .xm, M ; L m , L M . Finally,
2 k 2 kw xm , M ; L m , L M ,Ž . Ž .
2 kŽ . Ž . 2 kŽ . Ž .and, since L M “ L s , L m “ s as k “ ‘, we get 15 , a contra-
diction.
Ž . Ž .Let us assume now that there is a point G, m / G, n , such that
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .G, m g A. Set y t s y t, 0, m . Then y t is a solution of 2 different
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .from z t , and, evidently, the function d t s x t y y t satisfies the
following linear delay differential equation:
dX t s yd t d t q e t p t d t y t , 16Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . 1 XŽ Ž . Ž . Ž ..where, by the Hadamard Lemma, e s s H f ux s q 1 y u y s du.0
Ž . Ž . Ž . <w Ž . Ž .x < w Ž .xSince ux s q 1 y u y s g x s y t , y s y t ; s , L s for all u
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w x Ž . Ž .g 0, 1 , and since the functions x s , y s are uniformly continuous, we
Ž .conclude that the function e t is also uniformly continuous and bounded:
Ž . Ž . Ž .yr F e t - 0. Therefore, by our stability assumption for 12 , d t ’ 0, a
y1Ž .contradiction. Thus the fiber A l p G consists of exactly one point for
every G, which establishes, by Lemma 1, the global attractivity and almost
Ž .periodicity of z t .
Remark. Let the map f have a nonnegative Schwarzian derivative Sf
w xon R and m g 0, a be a locally asymptotically stable fixed point of F.q a
Then s s m, by Proposition 1.
In the following we shall apply the results of the second section to verify
Ž .the asymptotical stability condition imposed in Theorem 1 on Eq. 12 .
Lemma 2 implies the following:
COROLLARY 3. If the linear almost periodic equation
xX t s yd t x t q r p t x t y t 17Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
is asymptotically stable, then there exists a unique positi¤e globally attracting
Ž . Ž .solution a g AP R to 1 .
Ž .For a.p. system 17 , one may ask if the condition d# ) p# is sufficient
Ž . Ž .for stability. At least, when t s 0 or when d t , p t are constant func-
tions, this is true. Unfortunately, in the general situation, even for periodic
systems, this is not the case. Let us consider the following scalar system:
xX t s yx t q p t x t y 7pr4 ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
with
'1 q 2 r2 sin t q pr4Ž .
p t s .Ž .
1 q 1r2 sin t q pr4Ž .
' ' 'Ž .Ž .Regardless of the inequality p# s 1 y 2 y 1 3 y 2 r2 3 - 1 s d#,
Ž .this equation has the nontrivial periodic solution x t s 1 q 1r2 sin t.
Using Lemma 3, we obtain the following explicit conditions for global
Ž .attractivity in Eq. 1 :
Ž .COROLLARY 4. Let rb - 1; then Eq. 1 has a unique positi¤e globally
Ž .attracti¤e solution u g AP R for e¤ery t ) 0. This solution is quasi-periodic
Ž . Ž . Ž . Žperiodic if the functions p t , d t are quasi-periodic periodic with com-
.mensurable periods .
Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 5. Suppose that d t G 0 and d t k 0. If
a
r lim sup v a, s p s ds - 1,Ž . Ž .H
ayta“q‘
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Ž .then there exists a unique almost periodic solution to 1 which is globally
attracting.
Ž . a Ž . Ž .Remark. Since the function i t s H v a, s p s ds is almost peri-ayt
Ž . Ž . Ž .odic, we have replaced sup i t in 9 with lim sup i t in Corollary 5.
Now, let us consider the proper Lasota]Wazewska system,
xX t s yd t x t q p t exp yax t y t , 18Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
where d , p are positive constants. This equation was presented in 1976 by
ŽWazewska-Czyzewska and Lasota to describe the erythropoietic red blood
. Ž . Ž .cell system. Here x t is the number of red blood cells at time t, d t is
Ž .the rate of death of red blood cells, a and p t describe the generation of
red blood cells per unit time, and t is the time needed to produce a red
Ž .blood cell. Without loss of generality we can assume that a s 1 in Eq. 18 .
Our next result follows immediately from Proposition 1 and Corollary 5.
COROLLARY 6. Let s ) 0 be the minimal positi¤e root of the equation
aa
b exp ys s ln and exp ys lim sup v a, s p s ds - 1.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
s ayta“q‘
Ž .Then Eq. 18 has an a. p. globally attracting solution. This solution is
Ž . Ž . Ž . Žquasi-periodic periodic if the functions p t , d t are quasi-periodic peri-
.odic with commensurable periods .
EXAMPLE 1. The delay differential equation
xX t s y 1 q sin 5t x t q 1 q cos 2 t exp yx t y t 19Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
U Ž .has a p-periodic globally attractive solution 0.095 F x t F 1.636 for any
w xt g 0, 0.75 .
Ž .Indeed, applying Corollary 6 to Eq. 18 with v-periodic coefficients, we
obtain the existence of a globally attracting v-periodic solution whenever
a aŽ .b exp ys s ln , s ln - 1 for some s ) 0 and the following inequalitys s
holds:
0 0
r t s exp ys exp y d s q t ds p u q t du - 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hž /yt u
w x; t g 0, v .
Ž .For the system 19 our computations give
a
b s 1.8, a s 0.49, s s 0.0954, s ln s 0.156 - 1,
s
Ž .and r t - 1 for all nonnegative t F 0.75.
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We note that the Lasota]Wazewska system is a very special one, since
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .the nonlinearity f x satisfies the functional equation f x q y s f x f y .
This allows us to strengthen our general results to
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2. Suppose that p t G 0, d t G d ) 0 for all t g R, d , p g0
Ž . Ž .AP R . Let ¤ : R “ R be any solution of Eq. 18 , andq q
a
s s lim sup v a, s p s exp y¤ s y t ds - 1. 20Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H3
ayta“q‘
Ž .Then there exists a unique a. p. solution to 18 which is globally attracting.
Ž . Ž . Ž . w x t Ž .Proof. Let F s d , p , w u s ¤ u q t , u g yt , 0 , and S : H F =
Ž . Ž .C “ H F = C be a nonlinear semiflow associated with Eq. 18 . Weq q
Ž t . Ž .shall denote by V u F, w ; H F = C the v-limit set of the trajectoryq
tŽ t . Ž . Ž .S u F, w . If z: R “ R is a solution of the system G g H F , G s n , q ,
Ž . Ž . w x Ž . Ž t .z u s z u , u g yt , 0 , and G, z g V u F, w , then
a
sup v a, s, n q s exp yz s y t ds - 1.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H
aytagR
Ž . t Ž t .Let A ; H F = C be a global attractor of S . Clearly, V u F, w ; A.q
We claim that, under our conditions,
t  y1 4V u F , w s A and a p G l A s 1 for all G g H F .Ž . Ž .
Ž t .Indeed, since A and V s V u F, w are compact sets, the functions
d F s max j 0 y j 0Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 1
y1 y1Ž . Ž .j gp F lV , j gp F lA1 2
and
d F s min j 0 y j 0Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 2 1
y1 y1Ž . Ž .j gp F lV , j gp F lA1 2
reach their extremal values at some points G and G , respectively. Set1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .d G s M s j 0 y j 0 G 0, d G s m s z 0 y z 0 F 0. Then,1 1 2 1 2 2 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .by definition of d G , we have m F y t, G s x t, 0, j , G yi 1 2 1
Ž . Ž . XŽ .x t, 0, j , G F M for all t g R and y 0 s M G 0, y 0 s 0. Since1 1
Ž .y t, G satisfies the equation1
yX t s yd t y t q p t exp yx t y t , 0, j , GŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1
= exp yy t y t y 1 du, 21Ž . Ž .Ž .
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Ž . Ž .we obtain y yt - 0 and therefore necessarily y h s 0 for some h g
w xyt , 0 . By the variation of constant formula,
0
M s v 0, u p u exp yx u y t , 0, j , GŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H 1 1
h
= exp yy u y t , G y 1 du.Ž .Ž .1
Therefore
hqt
M F v h q t , u p u exp yx u y t du exp ym y 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H
h
F s exp ym y 1 .Ž .3
w Ž . xAnalogously, m G s exp yM y 1 , and finally,3
w x w xm , M ; z m , M , z x s s exp yx y 1 .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .3
< XŽ . < Ž .Ž . Ž .Since z 0 s s - 1, Sz x - 0, and the equation z x s x has a3
unique solution x s 0, we obtain that
w x w x 2 w x k w xm , M ; z m , M ; z m , M ; ??? ; z m , M ; ??? .Ž . Ž Ž .
 y1 4By Proposition 1, this implies M s m s 0. Therefore a p G l A s 1,
and Theorem 2 is proved.
w xRemark. Theorem 2 strengthens and generalizes Theorem 2 from 7 .
Ž . Ž Ž ..In the case of constant coefficients, 20 is equivalent to x 1 y exp ydt1
Ž .- 1, where x ) 0 is a unique positive equilibrium of Eq. 18 . Clearly,1
Ž Ž .. w xthis condition is better than the inequality x 1 y exp ydt - ln 2 of 181
Ž w x .see, however, 8 for more sharp estimates .
Ž .EXAMPLE 2 Mackey]Glass equation . Consider the system
1 q cos 2 t
Xx t s y 1 q 2 sin lt x t q . 22Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
1 q x t y tŽ .
Ž .Although the coefficient d t s 1 q 2 sin lt is not positive, we will show
Ž .that there is l ) 0 such that Eq. 22 has a globally attractive quasi-peri-0
< <odic solution for all values of t G 0 and l G l .0
Indeed, let us apply Corollary 4 to the hematopoiesis system
p tŽ .
Xx t s yd t x t q . 23Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
1 q x t y tŽ .
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It should be seen in this case that s is a unique positive root of the
2 Ž .quadratic equation s q s b y a q 1 y a s 0 and that the condi-
Ž .2tion br - 1 of Corollary 4 has the form b - 1 q s or, equivalently,
b y a - 1.
Ž .Finally, by the same corollary, Eq. 23 has an a.p. globally attracting
solution for each t ) 0 whenever
sup u t y inf u t - 1,Ž . Ž .
tgRtgR
Ž . Ž .where u t is the a.p. positive solution of Eq. 11 .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Computing the constants b l , a l for Eq. 22 , we find that
2
< <b l y a l “ - 1 as l “ q‘,Ž . Ž . '5
which proves our statement. When l is an irrational number, the periodic
Ž .coefficients of Eq. 22 have noncommensurable periods, and thus the
globally attracting solution should be quasi-periodic with the frequency
Ž .basis 1, l .
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